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Is Chemring Group plc an unmissable buy after 45% profit growth?  
Yahoo Finance UK  
If you want to avoid the uncertainty of a turnaround situation, then one alternative to Chemring is 
sector heavyweight BAE Systems (LSE: BA). 

BAE Systems shares slip as it is told by Donald Trump to help find 10pc cost savings in F-35 fighter ... 
Telegraph.co.uk  

Analysis: Hands-free NV  
Shephard Media  
Night vision systems have taken another step in enhancing the tactical ... Vision Goggle (ENVGIII) to 
the US Army by BAE Electronic Systems (ES). 
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BAE Systems develops LDAL  
Shephard Media  
BAE Systems is developing a Laser Developed Atmospheric Lens (LDAL), a new type of directed 
energy laser and lens system designed to improve  

Chemring reports positive results aided by weak pound  
IHS Jane's 360  
UK defence equipment manufacturer Chemring announced its year-end results on 19 January, with 
the weakness of the British Pound helping the 

Former Dividend Hero Fails to Pay Year End Income  
Yahoo Finance UK  
Cobham's (COB) string of profit warnings continued last week, with new CEO David Lockwood 
expecting the firm's 2016 trading profit performance to ... 

Turkey Launches 'Aggressive' Defense Export Campaign  
DefenseNews.com  
ANKARA, Turkey — The Turkish government has pressed the launch button for an “aggressive” 
campaign to give a boost to local industry's exports to ...  

NATO nation buys Elbit's multi-spectral vision system  
Vision Systems Design  
Haifa, Israel (UPI) Jan 17, 2017 An unidentified NATO country has ordered a multi-spectral vision 
system for helicopter pilots from Israel's Elbit  

Leonardo CEO Begins Hunt For Acquisitions  
Aviation Week  
The OEM—formerly known as Finmeccanica—is hoping to put a history of scandals and indebtedness 
behind it. Moretti's plan to turn the many ... 

Chemring Rethinks F-35 Anti-Missile Defenses Amid Trump Pressure  
Bloomberg  
Chemring Group Plc is moving to reduce the cost of anti-missile systems that it supplies for Lockheed 
Martin Corp.'s F-35 jet fighter, amid pressure ... 
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By Ripping NATO, Trump Makes Europe Nervous and Arms Trade Happy  
Bloomberg  
Investors have noticed: From Raytheon Co. to Lockheed Martin Corp. to Thales SA, defense 
contractors have hit all-time highs since Trump's election. 

UK orders Crowsnest helicopter radar systems  
IHS Jane's 360  
The MoD opted for Crowsnest to be based around updating the Thales Searchwater mechanically 
scanned array radar and Cerberus sensor suite ... 

Thales to upgrade Swiss air surveillance radars  
IHS Jane's 360  
Thales has won a contract from Switzerland to upgrade the Master radars within its military air 
surveillance radar network, IHS Jane's can reveal. 

A Year Late, UK Receives First Carrier-Support Ship 
by Andrew Chuter  
The first of four British military tankers being built in South Korea to support operation of the Ro 

French-German Tank Maker Eyes Volvo Unit to Secure Scorpion  
unit sells defense, security and emergency-service vehicles under the Volvo, Renault and Mack 
brands as well as the Panhard and ACMAT businesses. Nexter and Renault Trucks’ defense unit 
already...  
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